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mean﻿they﻿are﻿engaged﻿in﻿ the﻿ learning.﻿ It﻿ is﻿proposed﻿ that﻿by﻿ integrating﻿ learning﻿outcomes﻿ into﻿
game﻿mechanics﻿then﻿the﻿experience﻿of﻿playing﻿the﻿game﻿and﻿understanding﻿the﻿strategies﻿available﻿
to﻿achieve﻿the﻿game’s﻿goal﻿can﻿become﻿a﻿more﻿genuine﻿learning﻿experience.
Marne﻿ et﻿ al﻿ (2012)﻿ offer﻿ a﻿ framework﻿of﻿ patterns﻿ to﻿ enable﻿ teachers﻿ to﻿ communicate﻿more﻿
effectively﻿with﻿game﻿designers.﻿This﻿framework﻿begins﻿with﻿pedagogical﻿objectives﻿and﻿domain﻿
simulation,﻿again﻿placing﻿ learning﻿outcomes﻿at﻿ the﻿heart﻿of﻿ the﻿game﻿mechanics.﻿ Identifying﻿ the﻿
desired﻿learning﻿outcomes﻿from﻿the﻿outset﻿is﻿held﻿in﻿high﻿regard.
Game design Methodology
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Figure 1. The Elemental Tetrad (Adapted from Schell, 2008, p. 42)
Figure 2. The MDA model for game design (Adapted from Hunicke et al., 2004)
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unexpected﻿emergent﻿behaviour﻿was﻿observed﻿and﻿whether﻿ that﻿behaviour﻿ is﻿perceived﻿ to﻿have﻿a﻿
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Figure 3. Check It Out! being played
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The﻿post-game﻿survey﻿also﻿ included﻿questions﻿on﻿whether﻿participants﻿ thought﻿ the﻿game﻿was﻿an﻿
effective﻿method﻿for﻿teaching﻿students﻿about﻿source﻿control,﻿and﻿whether﻿they﻿found﻿the﻿game﻿to﻿be﻿fun.
Table 1. Game mechanics, their motivation and resulting dynamics behaviour
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teaching﻿aspects﻿of﻿source﻿control 0 0 1 13 9
Learning﻿through﻿playing﻿a﻿game﻿was﻿more﻿
engaging﻿than﻿more﻿traditional﻿methods 0 1 0 5 17
The﻿game﻿was﻿fun 0 1 0 12 10
I﻿would﻿play﻿the﻿game﻿again 0 1 0 9 13
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Figure 4. Thematic day tracker
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is﻿ surprising﻿because﻿ fun﻿was﻿never﻿ a﻿ consideration﻿ in﻿designing﻿ the﻿game.﻿There﻿was﻿a﻿greater﻿
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